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 The Book

 Barbara W. Tuchman

 My text this evening is supplied not by
 Adams, I regret to say in this place, but by
 Jefferson who said simply, "I could not live
 without books." For one of history's supremely
 civilized men, it could not have been otherwise,
 for books are the carriers of civilization. With-

 out books, history is silent, literature dumb,
 science crippled, thought and speculation at a
 standstill. Without books, the development of
 civilization would have been impossible. They
 are engines of change, windows on the world,
 and (as a poet has said) "lighthouses erected in
 the sea of time." They are companions, teachers,
 magicians, bankers of the treasures of the mind.
 Books are humanity in print. "All the glory of
 the world would be buried in oblivion," wrote
 Bishop Richard de Bury, chancellor of England
 in the fourteenth century, "unless God had pro-
 vided mortals with the remedy of books."

 That seems to me to have rather overlooked

 another participant: the author. However,
 Bury may be forgiven this oversight because his
 Philobiblon, written about 1345, before the in-
 vention of printing, was one of the earliest and
 greatest celebrations of books. The earliest
 book that we know of is a Chaldean story of the
 Flood inscribed on a clay tablet in about 4000
 B.C., thus antedating Genesis by some two
 thousand years. The next survivor is Egypt's
 Book of the Dead, of which the earliest version
 dates from about 3600 B.C. For many centuries
 thereafter, copies of the Book of the Dead, writ-
 ten on papyrus by priests or scribes, were placed
 in tombs to serve as safe-conduct for the soul on

 its journey through the afterworld. As such, I
 suppose, the Book of the Dead could be classi-
 fied in the how-to category, still a very popular
 one in our time. Judging from the inscription,
 "Hospital of the Soul," engraved over the en-

 This communication was based in part upon an address delivered
 at the Center for the Book, Library of Congress. Copyright?
 1978, 1980 by Barbara W. Tuchman.
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 trance to the book-room of Rameses II, circa

 1350 B.C., spiritual therapy remained a pri-
 mary purpose of Egypt's written word.

 Among the Jews, as we know from Ecclesias-
 tes, "of the making of many books there is no
 end." Books containing the name of God,
 which meant practically everything both in and
 outside the biblical canon, were not allowed by
 Jewish law to be discarded or destroyed. Worn-
 out scrolls (and in later times volumes) were
 buried in the Genizah or book cemetery laid
 under the foundation stone, or in the attics and

 cupboards of synagogues. When these were
 full, burial took place in the ordinary ceme-
 teries, sometimes to the accompaniment of
 music and dancing in festive rather than fune-
 real celebrations. When still in use, the scrolls

 were kept in chests or earthenware jars. Since
 books were regarded as true wealth, it was a
 recognized charity to lend them. In times of war
 or persecution and forced conversion, the Jews
 hid their books in tombs and caves like those at

 Qumram where the Dead Sea Scrolls were
 found. Rabbis determined the preparation of
 writing materials from papyrus and skins and of
 ink made from lampblack mixed with various
 gums and resins. In the Book of Numbers it is
 told that the ink used to inscribe curses against a
 woman suspected of adultery was afterward dis-
 solved in water and given to the suspect to
 drink. This was how-to in a rather direct form.

 Books as records documenting irrigation,
 agriculture, astrology, trade, and war survive
 from the Assyrian kingdom of Sennacherib and
 Ashurbanipal of 700 B.C. Religion and litera-
 ture were also represented in psalms, prayers,
 and narratives of the Gods. Incised with a

 pointed iron rod or stylus on clay tablets, the
 Assyrian books ranged in size from nine by six
 inches down to miniatures of an inch square
 whose characters could only be read with a
 magnifying glass. Glass lenses were in fact
 found in the ruined palaces of Babylon and
 Nineveh.

 Meanwhile, Homer had burst upon the
 Aegean world and from that spring Western
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 literature begins its source. In the age of
 Homer, books consisted of sheets made from
 the papyrus plant glued together to form a roll
 sometimes twenty to forty feet long, fastened to
 a wooden roller. The whole of the Odyssey, ac-
 cording to Herodotus, was on one such roller.
 For convenience, the rolls were later divided
 into sections of prescribed length and stored in
 jars, until they gave way to the codex or bound
 volume which could be kept on a shelf. The
 Greeks assembled large libraries at Ephesus and
 Pergamum, in what is now Turkey, and of
 course at Alexandria under the Ptolemies.

 Books represented prestige if one may judge
 from Ptolemy Epiphanes who, being jealous of
 the library at Pergamum, embargoed the ex-
 port of papyrus in about 190 B.C. with the
 result that Pergamum developed parchment,
 an improved form of dressed sheep or calf skin
 which took its name from the city. When, 150
 years later, Mark Antony presented Cleopatra
 with the library of Pergamum as, presumably,
 the then equivalent of a diamond necklace, it
 contained, according to Plutarch, the startling
 figure of 200,000 volumes.

 At about this time, the Chinese invented
 paper made from a mixture of bark and hemp,
 and about a hundred years later, in the first
 century A.D., invented printing from wooden
 blocks. One cannot help speculating what
 might have been the effect on Western culture
 if block printing had replaced the laborious
 hand copying of manuscripts in Europe as early
 as the first century A.D. A millenium passed
 before the Chinese made the leap to movable
 type in about 1100 A.D., 350 years before
 Gutenberg. They fashioned the type first of
 clay, later of porcelain, copper, and lead.

 In Europe, two developments of the thir-
 teenth century - paper and eyeglasses - gave
 reading a momentous boost. Hitherto, for most
 people, acquaintance with literature was gained
 through listening. The manufacture of paper
 from rag pulp or a mixture of flax and hemp, by
 facilitating multiple copies, greatly extended
 the spread of a given work, while eyeglasses,
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 perhaps even more importantly, extended the
 years in which a reader could become ac-
 quainted with books and a scholar could study.
 When one stops to consider what life would be
 like without the ability to read after age forty or
 thereabouts, and the consequences for the life
 of the mind in general, eyeglasses suddenly ap-
 pear as important as the wheel.

 Given the labor, skill, and cost of materials
 involved in handwritten and illuminated

 manuscripts, the physical book was a precious
 possession. A ninth-century monk exhorts
 readers to "turn the pages gently, wash your
 hands, hold the book just so, and place some-
 thing between it and your gown" - which in-
 cidentally suggests, as I have often suspected,
 that medieval clothes suffered from a paucity of
 washing and must have been normally grease
 stained.

 It is astonishing how wide a distribution cer-
 tain books achieved in the age of manuscript.
 The Travels of SirJohn Mandeville so-called, a
 celebrated hoax whose author was in fact a

 physician of Liege named Jean de Bourgogne,
 attained a rapid and amazing popularity. Writ-
 ten about 1360 and immediately translated
 from French into English, Latin, Italian, and
 other languages, it was copied in innumerable
 editions, of which no less than 225 manuscripts
 of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries sur-

 vive. For books like this of popular information,
 for encyclopedias, romances, the classics, and
 the church fathers, professional scribes were
 kept busy filling the demands of rich patrons,
 universities, clergy, and booksellers. Cosimo de
 Medici employed forty-five copyists who turned
 out 200 volumes in twenty-two months. His con-
 temporary Federigo the Younger, duke of
 Urbino, employed thirty to forty copyists for
 fourteen years, and although he lived to see the
 printing press, his library, according to his bi-
 ographer, contained "not a single printed book,
 he would have been ashamed to have one."

 In the post-Gutenberg world, books naturally
 achieved a much wider audience than before
 and reigned as the mind's main source of
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 pleasure, knowledge, and information for the
 next four hundred and fifty years, until the ad-
 vent of an easier alternative, namely, of radio in
 1921 and TV, which came into public use about
 1948. As the conveyor of nonvolitional materials
 to a passive consumer, that is, of material not
 self-selected and received without active partic-
 ipation, the airwaves rather than the printing
 press mark the greatest change since the inven-
 tion of the alphabet. Before reaching that his-
 torical divide, I should like for the moment to
 consider books as a unified subject from Homer
 to the twentieth century, without shifting gears
 at Gutenberg.

 During this period were written the books
 that have become permanent possessions of the
 Western mind, beginning with the Iliad and
 Odyssey, the Old and New Testaments, the
 Greek tragedies, the works of Plato and Aris-
 totle, Herodotus and Thucydides, Virgil,
 Horace, and Ovid, the Confessions of St.
 Augustine, the Summa of Thomas Aquinas,
 Dante's Divine Comedy, Chaucer's Canterbury
 Tales, Machiavelli's Prince, More's Utopia,
 Malory's Morte d'Arthur, Shakespeare's plays,
 Locke's Essay on Human Understanding, Gib-
 bon's Rome, Boswell's Dr. Johnson. I am being
 selective, not comprehensive, and I have no in-
 tention of inflicting on you another of the con-
 ventional four-foot lists on which - great books
 being what they are - the same titles tend to
 reappear.

 Yet to recognize the place of books in our race
 memory, one must include the characters whom
 we are born knowing, so to speak; whom the
 great writers have created as the personification
 of a concept or an aspect of mankind, or simply
 as the focus of an immortal story. Among them
 are Don Quixote, Robinson Crusoe, Gulliver,
 Candide, Becky Sharp, Madame Bovary, Tom
 Sawyer and Huck Finn, Alice in Wonderland,
 Sherlock Holmes. Each has become part of our
 bloodstream, at any rate for those of us on the
 fortunate side of thirty; I do not know who to-
 day peoples the minds of the young.

 Each of us can fill the remaining shelves with
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 his or her own nominees; but to play this game is
 to take unfair advantage of being up here as
 speaker. My tastes will not be yours, nor yours
 your neighbor's. Henry James, for instance,
 could not finish Crime and Punishment while

 Robert Louis Stevenson thought it the best book
 he had read in ten years. Coleridge thought
 Gibbon "detestable," whereas Adam Smith
 thought The Decline and Fall a classic that put
 Gibbon first among writers of his time. Charles
 Lamb could read neither Gibbon norJosephus,
 which I find odd because although I too cannot
 readJosephus, I am a Gibbon enthusiast. Emer-
 son said Shelley was "never a poet." Edward
 FitzGerald was bored by Browning, not to men-
 tion Mrs. Browning, and could not relish
 George Eliot at all. For this he would be
 snubbed by the literary arbiters of today who
 have suddenly elevated Middlemarch as the ab-
 solute benchmark of educated taste. I have to

 confess that I find it a female Moby-Dick, one
 of those mysterious books that critics admire
 and few readers can push their way through.
 Melville's epic may collect the critical hosannas,
 but as Harold Ross once remarked, many of us,
 if put to it, could not quickly say whether
 Moby-Dick is the captain or the whale.

 By no coincidence, the great works were writ-
 ten in an age of passion for books, when people
 read with emotion, devotion, and insatiable ap-
 petite. A learned German in an eighteenth-
 century spa had his Homer printed on rubber so
 that he could read in the bath. Books moved

 readers in their deepest feelings, and sometimes
 to action that altered history. Reading was
 regarded by its true devotees as a human need
 as basic as food or love. A book, after all, was re-
 quired underneath that famous bough, along
 with bread, wine, and the beloved, to make a
 paradise of the wilderness.

 Learning to read was formerly less of a prob-
 lem than it is today when the difficulties of
 teaching it are owed, I suspect, to the existence
 of that easier alternative. Formerly reading was
 learned rather than taught, and the precocity
 was startling. We all know about the prodigious
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 infancy of John Stuart Mill, but he was not
 unique. Swift was reading the Bible, and Dr.
 Johnson the Book of Common Prayer before
 each was three. Byron read constantly from the
 age of five, and from the moment he could
 read, his grand passion, I am happy to say, was
 history. The most voracious and omnivorous of
 all was Macaulay, who too began at three, lying
 on a rug before the fire, reading while eating
 bread and butter, and afterward expounding to
 his nurse what he had read. As he grew he read
 at all hours, sitting, standing, and walking,
 climbing a gate, crossing a street, Greek and
 Latin equally with English and modern lan-
 guages, consuming mountains of volumes, and
 dying in his library with a book open on his lap.
 By the time they were seven, the early beginners
 had absorbed incredible kinds and quantities of
 books, besides reading aloud and reciting from
 memory reams of poetry, and imbibing in the
 process the sounds and construction and
 beauties of their native language. This was what
 made writers and is one reason why, now that
 memorizing and reciting have been more or less
 abandoned, command of prose structure is so
 feeble today.

 Our forefathers in colonial America, if too
 busy conquering a continent to produce crea-
 tive writers, were eager readers of the classics,
 the latest verse and novels from England, and
 political philosophers from the Continent. "To
 read the Latin and Greek authors in the origi-
 nal," said Jefferson, "is a sublime luxury," nor
 was it his alone. The Virginia planter William
 Byrd added Hebrew and on rising customarily
 read one or another of the ancient authors in

 the original before prayers. Colonial Charleston,
 Williamsburg, Philadelphia, New York, and
 Boston all had booksellers and, beginning in the
 1740s, circulating libraries. Boston's first of its
 kind was established in 1756 with twelve hun-

 dred volumes of history, travel, biography,
 drama, fiction, poetry, law and the useful arts.
 Its founder, a bookseller named John Mein,
 advertised it as designed to "amuse the man of
 leisure, to afford an elegant and agreeable
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 relaxation to the minds of men of business, and

 to insinuate knowledge and instruction under
 the veil of entertainment to the fair sex." Was it

 Mr. Mein's secret object, one wonders, to insin-
 uate knowledge in ladies' minds without their
 knowing it, or to offer them a way of acquiring
 knowledge without showing it?

 Then as now - and perhaps more then than
 now - books had the power to transport a
 reader to another time and place, and certain
 books could so deeply involve him that he felt
 himself engaged in their events. Richardson's
 Pamela, rather inexactly called the first English
 novel, was one of these. Published in 1740, its
 tale of seduction resisted and villainy thwarted
 by innocence absorbed virtually everyone who
 could read, in America and France no less than

 in England. In one village where the inhabi-
 tants listened to the local blacksmith read it

 aloud day by day, their interest in the heroine's
 defense of her virtue became so intense that

 work was neglected, village business came to a
 standstill, the smith was kept reading till light
 faded, and, when at last Pamela won through
 to marriage, the auditors in their excitement
 rushed in a body to the church to ring a peal of
 wedding bells.

 Historic power lies in the book that by the
 force of its ideas moves men to action or so alters

 the climate of thought as to become itself a fac-
 tor of history. Locke's Essay Concerning Human
 Understanding, opening the gate from the old
 regime into the modern world of political de-
 mocracy and ultimately creating the American
 Constitution, was such a factor. Not long after-
 ward, Rousseau's Social Contract combined

 with his Confessions and Emile proved among
 the most influential works ever written for the

 development of the modern mind, even if the
 author, as I think, was a stinker. In that succes-
 sion, the eloquence and thrust of Tom Paine's
 Common Sense, published in 1776, "is
 working," said George Washington, "a power-
 ful change in the minds of men." Selling an esti-
 mated 150,000 copies in its first year, the equiv-
 alent of eight million today, it convinced the
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 doubtful of the logic of independence and per-
 suaded many to take up their muskets.

 Equaling if not surpassing Paine in public ef-
 fect, the most influential book ever written by
 an American was the work of a woman who had

 previously written only domestic sketches for
 magazines. Published in 1852 in two little black
 cloth volumes with a cabin stamped in gold on
 the cover, Uncle Tom's Cabin sold out its first
 edition of 5,000 in a week, 100,000 before
 Christmas, 500,000 in five years, and eventually
 by the end of the century, a total, including
 European sales, of 6.5 million, the largest
 number of readers ever reached by an American
 book before the mass circulation of paperbacks
 in our time. Mrs. Stowe's husband gave it to a
 congressman who was departing by train for
 Washington. Enthralled from the first word, he
 became embarrassed as he read on by the atten-
 tion he was exciting among other passengers
 because of the tears he could not restrain. Leav-

 ing the train at Springfield, he took a room in a
 hotel and sat up most of the night, reading and
 weeping as much as he wished.

 Emotionalism may account for the book's ini-
 tial effect but beneath some of the most egre-
 gious mid-Victorian molasses ever committed to
 writing in all seriousness and sincerity, there
 were ideas and a genuine passion, and it is these
 that account for the depth of its influence and
 for Lincoln's acknowledgment, even if facetious:
 "So this is the little lady who made this big war."
 Without the passion that kept Mrs. Stowe writ-
 ing at her kitchen table after a day's caring for
 her five children, her style would have become
 intolerable within ten years. It is an author's
 passion, whatever its form, whether embodied
 in Mrs. Stowe's molasses, or Swift's satire, or
 Poe's lurid imagination, that makes a pulse beat
 in the printed page and keeps a book alive
 through its readers long after the writer is dust.

 As readership widened in the nineteenth cen-
 tury, the pleasure that books gave evoked a
 gratitude from readers amounting in some cases
 almost to worship of a particular author. Walter
 Scott was an object of this mass admiration,
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 though not on the whole that of the more high-
 brow among his fellow writers. Coleridge found
 him passionless, able to amuse without requir-
 ing any effort of thought; to narrate with more
 vivacity and effect than anyone else but not "to
 create characters that move us deeply." True
 enough. There are some books that require the
 reader to reach, to stand on tiptoe, as it were, to
 read them. There are others that do not neces-

 sarily have to make one think to be worth read-
 ing and enjoyable. Scott's were unquestionably
 both, for their story, their vivid scenes, and
 their reconstruction of history as a living past.
 They pleased all ranks and classes of men, ac-
 knowledged Thomas Love Peacock. When each
 new Waverley novel appeared, he wrote, "the
 scholar lays aside his Plato, the statesman sus-
 pends his calculations, the young lady deserts
 her (embroidery) hoop, the critic smiles as he
 trims his lamp, and the weary artisan resigns his
 sleep for the refreshment of the magic page."
 What writer could ask for more? "The refresh-

 ment of the magic page" condenses in six words
 all that I am talking about.

 The Waverley magic brought Scott crowds
 and ovations when he traveled and streams of

 visiting admirers from royalty down when he
 stayed home. On his death in 1832, public sub-
 scriptions were raised in England, Scotland,
 and the United States, not merely for statues
 and memorials but to pay his debts and preserve
 the home he had built at Abbotsford that had
 been so intense a part of his life. The same kind
 of personal devotion was felt for Jane Porter,
 whose Scottish Chiefs captured the reading
 public, though denounced as "rubbish" by the
 literary potentate George Saintsbury. In 1842,
 more than thirty years after it was first pub-
 lished, an American committee sent to Miss

 Porter in Edinburgh "an elegant carved arm-
 chair trimmed in crimson plush" to express the
 "admiring gratitude of the American people."
 Her book was still being read some eighty years
 later by, among others, myself at age ten or
 twelve in the edition with the N.C. Wyeth illus-
 trations. In the death of Wallace, Scottish
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 Chiefs introduced me to tragedy and accom-
 plished that fusion of reader and subject, re-
 gardless of sex, age, and seven hundred years'
 distance, so that I went to my first costume par-
 ty in kilt and black velvet tam, a rather incon-
 gruous Wallace among the Cinderellas and
 Snow Whites.

 Dickens succeeded to Scott's crown, though
 faring no better among the critics, who found
 much to admire and more to excite distaste. He

 was more successful than any other novelist who
 ever lived, declared Sir Leslie Stephen, "in hit-
 ting off the precise tone of thought and feeling
 that would find favor among the grocers." This
 appropriate sneer by the father of Virginia
 Woolf disapproves for the wrong reason: the
 more grocers - presumably middle-class low-
 brows - who read the better. The real flaw in

 Dickens is that for all his creative genius in story
 and character, he is a sloppy writer; for style I
 would rather read Somerset Maugham, who
 can at least handle the English language. And
 for slush, Dickens could equal Mrs. Stowe.

 The public adored Dickens's novels and trans-
 ferred their adoration to his person. He was
 cheered in the streets on his first visit to America,

 trailed by multitudes, entertained at splendid
 balls and banquets, visited by committees bear-
 ing gifts, and greeted when he went to the
 theater by the whole audience rising to its feet.
 For almost thirty years, each of his sixteen suc-
 cessive books was the best-seller of its day, and
 when he died in 1870 the general grief, accord-
 ing to one journal, was greater than "if half the
 monarchs of Europe had been smitten down...
 There is no living man who in the last thirty
 years has given such cheer and joy to so many
 millions." That was what books could do, and
 why authors were loved.

 Surprisingly to us who are nearer to him, the
 crown passed to Kipling, who, at the height of
 his popularity, was said by William Dean
 Howells to be "at this moment possibly the most
 famous man in the world." When he fell critical-

 ly ill with pneumonia in New York in 1899, bul-
 letins were issued from his bedside to calm the
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 public, and when he recovered the rejoicing was
 worldwide. An entire Kipling issue was pub-
 lished by an American journal whose readers
 were reminded that they had just passed through
 ten days of anxiety and suspense in which they
 were threatened "by the greatest calamity that
 could fall upon English literature."

 For some reason not clear to me, comments

 about Kipling tend to extremism. I have never
 understood the animosity of some critics toward
 him, for at his best, apart from lapses, he was a
 brilliant writer. "It is odd, this hostility to
 Kipling," writes P. G. Wodehouse. "How the
 intelligentsia seem to loathe him, and how we of
 the canaille revel in this stuff." I suppose the
 reason is that the canaille love Kipling for his
 dingdong ballads and the intelligentsia hate
 him for his attitudes. Yet a puzzle remains: if
 the highbrows can stomach, indeed admire,
 Ezra Pound, who was fascist and technically a
 traitor, why do they foam at Kipling because he
 was an imperialist, a perfectly normal thing to
 be in his time and place? Was Jefferson a
 "racist" because he owned slaves or King
 Solomon a "sexist" because he had a harem?

 These labels represent attitudes of our time,
 and it is quite absurd, not to say unhistorical, to
 apply them retroactively, especially as a form of
 literary criticism.

 Adulation for Kipling in his own time was
 also extreme. "Is it too much to say," rather
 wildly asked an American journal called the
 New Voice, "that in his hands more than in the
 hands of any other one man, lies the destiny of
 the world for the next quarter century?" It cer-
 tainly seems like too much, and what this writer
 could have had in mind is hard to fathom.

 Nevertheless, extravagant as the comment may
 be, the fact of an author being accorded such
 hyperbole is at least a measure of the influence
 believed to lie in books.

 Book-burning is an opposite testimony to the
 same phenomenon. When the Nazis or any
 other authoritarian group makes bonfires of
 books, it is because they fear them as an alterna-
 tive voice - a voice not necessarily of dissent
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 but of dzfference, which is dangerous to the
 single-minded. Because the book is written by
 an individual - and only so long as it continues
 to be so written - because it is conceived by a
 single mind and single volition, it will always be
 different in some way from received doctrine
 and will always remain the voice of the in-
 dividual, which, as I see it, is the voice of
 freedom.

 Of course, as we all know, books can be trash,

 and the public goes for trash as well as for quali-
 ty. The odd thing is that it goes for both indis-
 criminately, as is vividly presented in Golden
 Multitudes, a record of best-sellers compiled by
 Frank Luther Mott on the basis of sales estimated

 by him to have reached one percent of the popu-
 lation in the decade in which a given book was
 published. The authors who dominated the nine-
 teenth century before the copyright law, each
 with four or more books fulfilling Mott's criteri-
 on, were successively Scott, Fenimore Cooper,
 Dickens, and Thackeray, Mrs. E.D.E.N. South-
 worth, Mark Twain, and Kipling. Robert Louis
 Stevenson and Conan Doyle reached the mark
 with three each; Bulwer-Lytton, Victor Hugo,
 Dumas pere, Poe, Eugene Sue, Hawthorne,
 Louisa Alcott, Jules Verne, Marie Corelli, H.
 Rider Haggard, and J. M. Barrie reached it
 with two each. Of this group, it is notable that
 most of them are still read today, with perhaps
 the exception of Marie Corelli. All benefited in
 their time from very enterprising pirate pub-
 lishers who often had reprints on sale in the
 streets within a few days of the arrival of the
 original. Pages were divided among printers,
 run off overnight, assembled, cheaply bound,
 and ready for distribution in as little, in some
 cases, as forty-eight hours.

 After the copyright law closed down the pi-
 rates in 1891, public taste, I regret to report,
 took a sudden and noticeable slide, no doubt as
 a result of the sharp reduction in the sale of
 books by European authors. In a complete shift
 from Europe, the new champions of the first
 two decades of the twentieth century were all
 American, and not good American. Gene Strat-
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 ton Porter, who wrote wonder-girl adventures,
 and Harold Bell Wright, who wrote Christian
 Westerns, hit the highest mark with five books
 each, accompanied, in varying degrees, by
 Zane Grey, Edgar Guest, Elinor Glyn's Three
 Weeks, Edgar Rice Burroughs's Tarzan of the
 Apes, Pollyanna, by Eleanor H. Porter, and
 The Sheik, by Ethel M. Hull: in other words, a
 blanket of mush with a heavy mixture of the
 spurious exotic. Short of a sociological study of
 the taste, manners, economics, and demo-
 graphic statistics of the era, which I have not
 ventured upon, I find it hard to explain this
 sudden and striking change from the reading
 taste of the previous era, unless it reflects an ex-
 panding population and an enlarged and less
 educated reading public. One must also re-
 member that the titles I have cited represented
 only the top-most sellers, the Princess Daisies of
 their day. Honest literature was still being writ-
 ten, read, and appreciated. Edith Wharton's
 The House of Mirth, a truly superb novel, was a
 best-seller for two years running in 1905-6, just
 before it gave way to Three Weeks.

 With the invention of book clubs in the 1920s

 and of modern paperbacks with glazed colored
 covers in the 1930s, trends fly off in all direc-
 tions. Beginning with Dale Carnegie on How to
 Win Friends and Influence People, how-tos
 take the lead, with Dr. Spock's total of 23
 million copies ultimately the winner by many
 lengths, followed by a galloping herd of cook-
 books.

 In fiction it is the era of Pearl Buck, Sinclair
 Lewis, James Hilton, Erskine Caldwell, William
 Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitz-
 gerald, and John O'Hara, but the record in
 sales is once again a woman's, Margaret Mit-
 chell's only work, Gone With The Wind. Then
 comes World War II followed by our present
 era of sex, slaughter, and slop, including in the
 last category, Love Story and that feathered
 born-again Christian, Jonathan Livingston
 Seagull. Winners outside those three categories
 emerge now and again to capture a wide public
 -Salinger's Catcher in the Rye, Orwell's 1984,
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 the Diary of Anne Frank and no doubt others
 more recent that you might nominate. Litera-
 ture is still being written, or so I'm told, even if
 the million plus sales nurtured by movie ver-
 sions go to The Godfather and The Exorcist.
 Are we then, as the Cassandras claim, sinking
 into a slough of mass culture in which trash will
 eventually drive out literature? This is not a new
 fear. When the printing press was invented,
 Lorenzo de Medici's librarian foresaw a fear-

 some decline: "You will put a hundred evil
 volumes into a thousand clumsy hands," he
 warned, "and madmen will be loosed upon the
 world." What he evidently feared was dema-
 goguery arousing the populace, whereas the
 specter today is vulgarization reducing all
 values in art to the level of the most popular.
 The unworried will say that the lover of litera-
 ture is free to make his own choice; no one is
 forced to read trash or watch it on TV. But the

 question arises whether we will have anything
 worthwhile to choose from in a society condi-
 tioned by mass entertainment.

 I am not among the worriers, or perhaps only,
 let us say, for two days a week. The rest of the
 time I believe that quality always bubbles up
 somewhere, that true writers will always be born
 and will create, even if the contemporary wel-
 come is discouraging. Certainly in literature
 and art we are going through a shoddy period,
 and twice a week I cannot help worrying that
 the rewards in money and celebrity of following
 the pop fads must inevitably corrupt the crafts-
 man, as indeed they already have - but then
 they always did. History has taught me that pes-
 simism about one's own period is perennial;
 that people have always seen decadence lapping
 at their feet and have yearned for a golden past,
 just as the inhabitants of that past condemned
 their times and themselves looked back in nos-

 talgia to still older values.
 Today the high priests of literature have

 staked out a high culture and a mass culture
 and even when things don't quite fit, the conve-
 nient mid-culture. If you're not HenryJames or
 in a pinch, Proust, you are definitely mid. In
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 history, Vico has the most chic because no one
 can explain what he meant. I do not know on
 just which level the arbiters would place
 Gibbon, but if their criterion for greatness is ap-
 preciation by only the most refined minds, the
 immediate success of the Decline and Fall

 would render it suspect. "My book is on every
 table!" reported Gibbon gleefully when the first
 volume came out in 1776. Though priced at a
 guinea, it sold, his publishers told him, like a
 three-penny pamphlet and was sold out in a
 fortnight. "I am enjoying the compliments of
 women of fashion," wrote the happy author,
 "for I have had the good fortune to please these
 creatures." That a book could both please these
 creatures and be one of the major works of our
 culture is hard for the critics to swallow.

 The eighteenth-century reading public was
 doubtless better educated than today's, but
 public taste in any time is an uncertain standard
 because it is not a monolith. Some people like
 slop and some like - and recognize - liter-
 ature. Today, despite our worship of egalitari-
 anism, vox pop is not vox dei. A best-seller is not
 ipso facto a good book, but neither is it, as the
 highbrows would have you believe, necessarily
 trash because the populace embraces it.
 Pilgrim's Progress, a popular favorite and pro-
 totype of mid - not to say mass - culture from
 the start, endured to become the most widely
 read book in English after the Bible. This may
 not make it literature in the eyes of the critics,
 but it does make it a classic. On its tercentenary,
 an exhibition was held of 500 editions in forty
 languages. A book that has carried genuine
 meaning to large numbers of readers over three
 centuries has validity, which is what counts.

 One cannot help feeling that literature's
 guardians sometimes miss the point of the exer-
 cise, which is not to cut gems of flashing and ex-
 quisite rarity but to communicate, to convey a
 meaning, an art, a story, a fantasy, even a
 mystery, to someone. The writer must have a
 reader as the yin must have a yang. Literature
 does not exist in a vacuum; indeed, if it is not
 read, like music without listeners, it cannot be
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 said to exist at all. Yet the high priests today
 find merit in proportion to impenetrability. In
 a recent questionnaire by the New York Times
 Book Review, asking critics their nominees of
 books published since World War II which
 could join the company of the one hundred or
 so most important books of Western literature,
 esoterica seemed to be the criterion of many of
 the replies. Samuel Beckett won the most men-
 tions and while I like Waitingfor Godot myself,
 I would not quite put it up there with the Iliad
 or King Lear. Among other choices were the
 following (and if you find them incredible, you
 may check for yourselves in the issue of June 3,
 1979); Eric Hoffer's The True Believer, Witt-
 genstein's Philosophical Investigations, Pyn-
 chon's Gravity's Rainbow, John Wheelwright's
 Collected Poems and - Sabbatai Sevi, the
 Mystical Messiah by Gershom Scholem. Are
 these answers serious? This kind of pretentious
 nonsense only confirms one in the belief that lit-
 erature can exist without critics but not without
 readers.

 Books are made for pleasure and knowledge
 (and, of course, in large numbers for informa-
 tion, but that is an extraneous category). "A
 desire for knowledge," pronounced Dr. Johnson,
 "is the natural feeling of mankind." Readers
 will seek it and may even acquire it subliminally
 in the despised territory of mass culture. I sup-
 pose it is not impossible that the readers of Love
 Story or Seagull may have learned something, if
 only about Harvard or air currents. If Dr. Johnson
 is right, they will move on.

 And at that point they will bump into the
 question that overhangs all these discussions-
 that is to say television. But that is for another
 evening, another speaker, and I wish I could say
 -besides the wench is dead - the case is other-

 wise. I can only leave you with the book, the car-
 rier of civilization, the voice of the individual,
 the "refreshment of the magic page."
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